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NEW QUESTION: 1
The datavol volume is in the datadg disk group. A VxFS file system is mounted on the datavol
volume. You need to increase the length of a datavol volume because it is not large enough for
the amount of data to be stored on it.
Which statement is correct for this situation?
A. When you resize the volume using VEA, the file system is also resized by default.
B. You cannot resize a volume by using VE You must use the command line to perform this task.
C. You can resize the volume using VEA, but the file system cannot be resized using VEA.
D. You can use VEA and vxassist command to resize the volume.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following are white-box test design techniques?
a) Decision table testing.
b) Decision coverage.
c) Boundary value analysis.
d) Error guessing.
e) Statement testing.
A. b and e
B. b and d
C. a and e
D. e and d
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
How can users protect against distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks in the AWS Cloud?
A. Use Amazon CloudWatch monitoring.
B. Use Amazon Redshift
C. Monitor AWS CloudTrail logging
D. Configure a firewall.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You create and share a Microsoft Flow button for the Account entity. The button sends a
Microsoft Teams meeting invitation from Dynamics. Which users can view the flow button run
history?
A. Every user can view all run history.
B. System administrators may only view the run history.
C. Only the user who creates the button can view the run history for all users.
D. Each user can only view their run history.
E. People with the appropriate role can see all run history.
Answer: D
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